EXAMPLE WORK FLOW FOR PATIENT ROOM CLEANING

Review Precautions and Procedures
Perform Hand Hygiene
Put on Personal Protective Equipment

Follow your hospital’s protocol for proper bathroom cleaning.

**Put orange cone and warning sign up. Roll Xenex Robot into bathroom. Start Robot and close door.**

**Put up bedrails, open cabinets, open bedside table, expose as many high touch surfaces to the light as you can. Move Xenex Robot to patient room first position. Put orange cone and warning sign up. Start Robot and close door.**

**DISPOSE OF TRASH, BIOHAZARD WASTE, AND LINENS**

**Move Xenex Robot to next position. Open all cabinets, flip over remote.**

**RETRIEVE CLEAN LINENS AND NECESSARY DISPOSABLE ITEMS**

**Make bed, replenish disposables, replace trash can liners.**